Abstract. There are three kinds of the Benz planes: Möbius planes, Laguerre planes and Minkowski planes [2, 3, 7] . In any Benz plane an automorphism y is central if ¡p has a fixed point P and becomes a central collineation in the projective derived plane induced by P. Such central automorphisms have been considered by many authors (cf. [8, 13, 11, 12, 10] ), in particular the automorphism groups were classified. Usually product of two central collineations without common center or common axis is not central. But in some special cases it is central [4] . In this paper we apply theorems concerning such special cases -to the Benz planes.
Introduction
Foundations of the Benz planes are given in [2] . The first chapter of [2] is devoted to three kinds of classical models inspiring three kinds of the Benz planes. The models realized on three projectively non equivalent quadrics (sphere, cylinder and one-sheeted hyperboloid) seem to be most popular (for details of those and other models see, e.g. [2, pp. 1-4; 9-21; 42-81] and [7, footnote, p. 45] ). Here the point set coincides with the point set of the quadric and all its non degenerate plane sections are taken as blocks. Roughly speaking a Benz plane is some structure B = (II, A) with the point set II provided with some family A of subsets of II called circles. Except circles further families (one or two) of subsets of II, called generators, may be given. Each family of generators is a partition of II and two distinct points are on a common generator iff they are not on a common circle. The Benz plane is called a Möbius plane, a Laguerre plane or a Minkowski plane according as it has 0, 1 or 2 families of generators. For every point P of the Benz plane ¡3 = (II, A) the internal structure Bp [4, p. 3] (resp. Bp provided with generators not through P) is an affine plane if B is a Möbius plane (a Laguerre plane or a Minkowski plane, respectively -cf. [3, p. 260] , [8, p. 253] , [18, p. 273] ). Denote this affine plane by B(P) = (fl, where Ü, $ are the point set and the line set, respectively. Of course, it may be extended to the projective plane B(P). Usually, properties of B(P) are used to describe behavior of B. For instance, the well known result that a Minkowski plane of even order is over a field is based on the property that all tangents of an oval form a pencil of lines [6] .
The Lenz-Barlotti classification of the projective planes is well known [4, pp. 123-126] , It is based on existing of special groups of central collineations acting transitively on some sets of points [19, pp. 62-65] , If is an automorphism of the Benz plane B = (II, A) and </?(P) = P, then the restriction <PP -is an automorphism of B(P) = (£}, i'). Certainly, its natural extension Tpp over B(P) is a collineation. If ipp is a translation or a homothety, then Tpp is a central collineation with ideal axis. This case was used to make the classification (analogous to the Lenz-Barlotti classification) of the Möbius planes [8] , the Laguerre planes [13] , and the Minkowski planes [12, 11] . Of course, B(P) is the link between B and B(P). This paper deals with central automorphisms of Benz planes. So, some of the results are contained already in the classification papers.
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Basic concepts 2.1. Projective and affine planes
Let A = (f2, \I/) be a structure with the point set fl and the line set where I C 2 fi . Point P is incident with line I if P € I. Assume that every two distinct points A, B are incident with a unique line (denoted by AB) and that there exist four pairwise distinct points such that no three of them are on a common line. Additionally, consider the following (mutually exclusive) conditions: a) For every line a and every point A not on a there exists a unique line b such that A € b and afl6 = 0. b) Every two distinct lines p, q have a unique point (denoted by pq) in common. Certainly, the collection of all collineations with a common center or with a common axis forms a group. We shall use notation r(A, a), r(A), T(a), r(A, A), T(a, a) for the group of collineations: with center A and axis a, with center A, with axis a, with center A and axis through A, with center on a and axis a, respectively. The following theorems concerning product of central collineations, mainly without common center or axis, will be used: THEOREM 
The Benz planes
Let II be a nonempty set, elements of which are called points. Let Ei,... are disjoint families of subsets of II, called generators, such that the following axioms hold:
(Gl) For every point P and every i G I -{1,..., k} there exists at most one generator cr 6 Si, passing through P.
j, a G Sj, and r G then a meets r in a unique point.
We shall use notation E and [P]i for the union of all generators and for the generator from E, passing through P, respectively (i.e. E = (JIGJEI, and a = [P]i a G Ej A P G cr). Distinct points Ai, A2,... ,An are said to be joinable if no generator is passing through two of them.
Let (II, E) be any structure satisfying the axioms (Gl), (G2), provided with a family A of subsets called circles. 
Benz plane B, and let B(P) = (ii, \I>), where Q = II \ [P] and
_ f {A n fi; A 6 A, P € A} for a Möbius plane \ {A n fi; A e A, P e A} U {a n ft; a e E, P £ a} in other cases.
Then B(P) is an affine plane and {aflii; a 6 E, P $ a} constitutes a class (resp. two classes) of parallel lines if B is a Laguerre (resp. Minkowski) plane. The remaining classes of parallel lines are obtained from all parabolic pencils (P, A)
, where X is a circle through P. If tp ^ id is a central automorphism with center P, then the ideal line Poo of B(P) is fixed; hence P 00 is the axis of Tpp or the cocenter Q is a point of Poo, i.e. the cocenter is a parabolic pencil with vertex P or a class of generators. If the cocenter Q is not a point of Poo then <p is also central with center Q and cocenter P, and in this case Q is also called a center of tp. If the circle A is fixed pointwise under tp and A a point of A, then tp is central with center A. We shall use terms "the cocenter Q of tp lies on a circle A, on the axis Poo", etc. if an automorphism tp has center P and in B(P) the center Q of Tpp is on the line Ap (projective line obtained from A), on the axis P 00 , etc. 
DEFINITION 2.10. B(P) is called a derived affine plane in a point P, and its projective extension B(P) is called a derived projective plane at a point P.

Central automorphism of the Benz planes
Q is a parabolic pencil. Then tp is a translation or Fix tp is a circle passing through P or there exists a pointwise fixed generator a not containing P. If Fix tp = A is a circle then B is a Mobius or Minkowski plane and tp is an involution which is uniquely determined by the circle
The results -application to the Benz planes
Our aim is to investigate the automorphism group Aut(ß) of any Benz plane B using theorems on central collineations of projective planes. In accordance with Theorem 2.5, Proposition 3.1, and Definition 3.2, our consideration must be usually restricted to the stabilizer St (P), where P is some point in B.
Let ip, ij) 6 St(P) be translations with distinct cocenters. In B(P) ~<pp and ipp are different elations with the common axis P0Q. We may only use Theorem 2.3b) and get the following result which is nothing new. Of course, product of homotheties ip and tp with centers P, Q and P, R, respectively, is either a homothety with centers P, S for some point S, or a translation. It follows from Theorem 2.3a) that for given points P, Q there exists at most one involutorial homothety with centers P, Q. 
If S\(n) = fi, then S\S^ -S^Sx and a) If P ^ R, then SxS ß is an involutorial homothety with centers P, R.
b) If P = R, then there exists v € (P, A) such that SxSfj. = S" or is a translation with cocenter (P, A).
If S x (n) i ¡J-and S x , S ß have common cocenter (P, v) with A(P, v) then SxSp ^ S^Sx, P -R, and SxS ß , S^Sx are translations with cocenter (P,v).
Proof. Ad. 1. Since S\(fi) = ¡i and hence Sß(A) = A, by Lemma 4.1, the cocenter of S\ is on the axis of S^ and vice versa. Because of Theorem 2.4, we get commutativity. If P ^ R, then (P, A) ^ (P, m) and in B(P), (S\)p and (Sfj,)p are involutorial homologies with axis-center pairs A-(P,/z) and /u-(P, A), respectively. Because of Theorem 2.2 J.(c), SxS^ is an involutorial automorphism with axis Poo and cocenter R. If A Pi /i = {P}, then (P, A) = (P,/j,). By the assumption S\(n) = ¡i, in B(P), (5a)P and (S^p are involutorial elations with common center (P, A). So SxS^ also must have the cocenter (P, A) and the axis through (P, A).
Ad 2. The cocenter (P, v) of S\ is not on the axis ¡i of so Theorem 2.4 gives S\Sfj, / (S\)p and are involutorial homologies with common center (P, v) and distinct axes A and ¡1, respectively. So SxS^ also has the cocenter (P, v) and, by duality of Theorem 2.
2.2., either its axis passes through (P, v), R (if P R) or P*, is the axis (if P = R).
But in the former case SxS^ = Sa, where a is the unique circle with a G (P, u), R £ a. The same way gives S^Sx = Sa. Since Sa is uniquely determined, S\S^ = SßS\ -a contradiction.
PROPOSITION 4.3. In a Laguerre plane L let circles X, ¡x admit involutorial automorphisms S\, S^, respectively, and let Aflfi = {P, R}. Then SxS^ fixes every generator and (a) ifR^P, then S\S^ is an automorphism fixing pointwise the generators [P}> [fi]; (b) if A H fi -{P}, then S\Sß is a translation with cocenter E.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, E is the common cocenter for S\ and Sß. In L(P), (S\)p and (Sß)p are involutorial homologies with common center and different axes. Using duality of Theorem 2.2.2 we infer that S\Sß has cocenter E and fixes pointwise the generator [R] or the line P*, according as P ^ R OT P -R. Of course, it is a translation in the latter case. In the former one also generator [P] is fixed pointwise, by Theorem 3.1.2.
PROPOSITION 4.4. In a Benz plane B let X be a circle admitting an automorphism S\, P, R € A, P R and let ip be an involutorial homothety with centers P, R. Then <pS\ = S\(p and a) If B is a Möbius or Minkowski plane, then ipS\ = Sfj, for the uniquely determined circle ¡JL such that S\(fi) = fx and ß € (P, R); b) If B is a Laguerre plane and S\ is involutorial, then (pS\ is a ([P][R])homology with cocenter (P, A).
Proof. In B(P) Tpp is an involutorial homology with center R and axis Poo. The involutorial homology (S\)p has axis A and center either (P, v) for some v e (P), where S\{v) = i/, or E according as B is not or is a Laguerre plane. Of course, Re X and (P, u), E e Poo-So commutativity follows from Theorem 2. 
Now, if 5 € n \ ([P] U [R]) t v = (P, R, S) and <p(S) = T then T, <p(T) e v. But {T} = v n [T]; hence {<p(T)} = (p{v) fl v?([T]) = v n [S] = {5}. Thus <p(T) = S, i.e. (p is an involution. Of course, in a Minkowski plane B, ip has cocenter E_ (or E+) if a, r e E + (A, T e E_, respectively). So now [P]_ ([P]+, respectively) is the axis of (pip and E+ (E_, respectively) is its cocenter, by Theorem 2.2.1(b).
Certainly 
If B is a Minkowski plane, then ipS\ ^ S\(p and the automorphisms (pS\ and S\ip are not central. 2. If B is a Laguerre plane, then: a) (p(A) = A if and only if S\(p = (pS\.
b) If ip(A) = A then <pS\ is central if and only if (p, S\ are involutions. In this case S\<p is an involutorial homothety with centers P, R. c) If (p has cocenter £ then there exist circles a, (3 € (P, R) such that tpS\ 1 -Sa and S\tp = Sp.
Proof. Consider B(P). In a Minkowski plane B neither the cocenter (P,/x) of S\ is on the axis r of (p nor the cocenter E_ (or £+) of ¡p is on the axis A of S\. Now, it suffices to apply Theorems 2.4 and 2.
2.1.(b).
Let B be a Laguerre plane. Certainly, the cocenter E of S\ is on the axis r of (p. Either E or some parabolic pencil (P, fi) is the cocenter of (p (see Theorem 3.1). In the former case (p{A) ^ A and the cocenter E of ip is not on the axis A of S\. By Theorem 2.4, S\<p ^ <pS\. Now ip and S\ have common cocenter E. Hence <pS\ and S\<p must have cocenter E, too. In B(P) the axes of (<pS\)p and of (S\<p)p must pass through R since ipSx(R) -S\(p(R) = R. But [R] cannot be the axis of <pS\ nor of S\<p since it is the axis of (p. Therefore some circles a, /? 6 (P, R) are the axes of <pS\ and S\(p, respectively. Thus c) is proved. In order to prove a), it remains to consider the case when some parabolic pencil (P, fi) is the cocenter of 
If this is the case S^ip is central if and only if Fix{{S^,(p)p) = P».
Proof. In virtue of Theorem 3.1, some pencil (P, A) must be the cocenter of <p (otherwise there would exist another generator pointwise fixed by <p).
In order to prove a), note that (P, A) lies on P*, -the axis of a homothety. Therefore Theorem >y(x) = PX + q , det(7) = ps -qr ^ 0 rx + s with p, q,r,s 6 R. Consider fceR, 0 < k ^ 1 and define functions Now put II = R x R, take (+)generators and (-)generators given by x = const and y = const, respectively, and circles given by y = 7(1) for det(7) > 0) 5(2/) = 7(/(x)) for det(7) < 0. Then we obtain a Minkowski plane M/)9(R) (cf. [9, p. 181-182] ). Every A e ((0,0), (00,00)) U ((0,oo), (00,0)) admits an automorphism S\ if and only if A is described by a permutation 7 with det(7) < 0 [9, p. 185]. Then A is given by y = mx with some m < 0 if A 6 ((0,0), (00,00)). The only circle /j , such that /z G ((0,0), (00,00)) and S\(fi) = n is given by y = -mx. But fj, does not admit the automorphism Sfj, [9, p. 185] . Thus the group mentioned in item 1. of Corollary 4.2 does not exist for P = (0,0), R = (00,00). From this it follows that the second group (4.10)
